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4.6B

11yrs

93%

62%

hours of porn was
consumed from largest
porn site in the world in
2016 (~524,000 years).

is the age that the
average child is first
exposed to porn.

of boys exposed to
porn during adolescent
years.

of girls exposed to porn
during adolescent
years.

96%

33%

56%

80%

of young adults
encourage, accept or
are neutral towards
porn.

of women (< 25 yrs)
search for porn at least
once a month.

of women (< 25 yrs)
have looked for it in the
past (compared to 27%
of women > 25 yrs).

of porn users feel no
sense of guilt at all.

* Taken from “10 Ugly Numbers Describing Pornography Use in 2017,” by Tim Challies
(https://www.challies.com/articles/10-ugly-and-updated-numbers-about-pornography-use/).

36%

62%

41%

of young adults watch
porn to get tips or ideas
for own relationships.

of teens / young adults
have received a
sexually explicit image.
(women > men)

of teens / young adults
have sent a sexually
explicit image.
(women > men)

* Taken from “10 Ugly Numbers Describing Pornography Use in 2017,” by Tim Challies
(https://www.challies.com/articles/10-ugly-and-updated-numbers-about-pornography-use/).

“I’ve been around the world speaking about this topic of pornography. I’ve been on, I
guess four continents and many different countries to talk about pornography.
Everywhere I go, I lay down the same challenge. If you’re male between the ages
of 18 and 25 and you have never once gone looking for pornography online, just
come and talk to me afterwards. I’d love to hear about it. I’d love to hear what your
parents did or what you did to avoid that. I’ve given that challenge before thousands
and tens of thousands of people over the years. Not one has ever come to me and
said, ‘Yes, that’s me.’ That’s not to say that every young man has gone looking for
pornography, but the fact is the vast majority have."
Tim Challies, “Children and Pornography – Three Minute Thursdays #2,” November 9, 2017
(https://www.challies.com/vlog/children-and-pornography-three-minute-thursdays-2/).

Sin is at the root…

…but technology is the vehicle

Psalm 51:5 (NASB95)
5 Behold, I was brought forth in iniquity, And
in sin my mother conceived me.

Ø Uncharted Waters: Our children are
growing up in an unprecedented age.

Ephesians 2:1–3 (NASB95)
1 And you were dead in your trespasses and
sins,
2 in which you formerly walked according to
the course of this world, according to the
prince of the power of the air, of the spirit
that is now working in the sons of
disobedience.
3 Among them we too all formerly lived in
the lusts of our flesh, indulging the desires of
the flesh and of the mind, and were by nature
children of wrath, even as the rest.

Ø Unprecedented Exposure: There is
more access to more illicit material than
ever before.
Ø Unhindered Access: All that is needed is
a device and access to the Internet.
Parents need to be vigilant about monitoring
their children’s use of these devices!

Use of the World Wide Web (WWW)
began to grow. Websites were still
mostly static and text-based.
The Internet mostly
accessed by desktop
computers and dial
up modems.

High-speed internet begins to
grow, encouraging more content
and more consumption.

2007 - Apple introduces the iPhone.
2008 - The first Android-based phone is
released (competitor to Apple iPhone).
2009 - The first Android-based
tablet is released

2010 - Apple introduces the iPad.
Explosion of streaming video providers
(e.g. Hulu, Netflix, Amazon, etc.)

1990

2000

2010

Today

The point here is that this current age of technology came quickly and you must adapt to it!

2020

§ Social media
§ What are your kids posting?
§ What are they sharing?
§ Who can see them?

§ Chat programs / texting
§ Who are your kids talking to?

§ Games
§ What are they playing?
§ What kind of behavior is being encouraged?

§ “Tech Addiction”
§ How much time are they spending with their devices?
§ Is it getting in the way of their responsibilities? Their relationships?

Good News:
The market for parental control tools has been growing rapidly as well!

…and many, many more!

Bad News:
No one solution does it all.
There are no “push button” solutions.
There is a way to circumvent everything!
The market is ever evolving.
Parents need to have a solid understanding of these devices & solutions!

“Software can’t do everything, of course, and there’s no substitute for being there
supervising your kids directly online.”
– Carrie Marshall & Cat Ellis, Techradar, "The Best Free Parental Control Software 2018,” July 1st,
2018 (https://www.techradar.com/news/the-best-free-parental-control-software).

“That said, parental control software is no substitute for good communication… As
tech addiction increasingly becomes a problem, it’s important to instill the value of good
device habits on to your children as well.”
– Neil J. Rubenking and Ben Moore, PC Mag, "The Best Parental Control Software of 2018," June 6,
2018 (https://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2346997,00.asp).

"Parental-control apps for mobile devices work best when they're part of a comprehensive
approach to teaching your kids about behaving responsibly online. That means talking
to your kids about what they should and shouldn't do with their mobile devices, clearly
communicating how you expect them to act and making clear that you will be monitoring
what they do with their phones."
– Paul Wagenseil & Brian S. Hall, Tom's Guide, "Best Parental Control Apps 2018,” July 3, 2018
(https://www.tomsguide.com/us/best-parental-control-apps,review-2258.html).

§ Get Involved; Stay Involved: This won’t work without your ongoing involvement.
§ You need to know the devices your kids are using and how to manage them
§ You need to learn about and understand the solutions that you are implementing

§ Simpler Is Better: Don’t just install every solution known to you.
§ These solutions often have an impact upon the performance of the device
§ You won’t be able to effectively manage all the feedback and monitoring involved
§ Having too many solutions make it extremely difficult to troubleshoot issues

§ Slower Is Better: If you plan on multiple solutions, test/install them one-at-a-time.
§ Spend at least a few days getting acclimated to a new solution (e.g. what it does, how to

make changes, what kind of reports it provides)

§ On April 15, 2014, Tim Challies posted a very helpful article titled “The Porn-Free

Family Plan.” https://www.challies.com/articles/the-porn-free-family-plan/

§ In it, he recommended two primary solutions:
§ OpenDNS Family Shield
§ Covenant Eyes

§ On November 17, 2015, he wrote about a device called “Circle” and has since

commended that as a home solution in place of OpenDNS Family Shield.
https://www.challies.com/resources/protect-your-family-with-circle/

§ On May 28, 2017, he reiterated the use of both Circle and Covenant Eyes on Q&A

(first question). https://www.challies.com/feedback/ask-me-anything-7/

§ On January 4, 2018, he reiterated his use of Circle in a video article about kids and

cellphones. https://www.challies.com/vlog/kids-and-cellphones-three-minutethursdays-9/

§ Plan
§ Step 1: Inventory
§ Step 2: Budget
§ Step 3: Learn
§ Step 4: Discuss

§ Prepare
§ Step 1: Create Passwords
§ Step 2: Sign-Up and Create Accounts
§ Step 3: Install Software
§ Step 4: Apply Parental Controls

§ Meet
§ Step 1: The Family Meeting
§ Step 2: One-on-One Meetings

§ Monitor

Inventory all the Internet-enabled devices
in your home.

Laptops

Internet

Mobile
Phones

Desktops

Tablets &
Book Readers

Modem / Router

Gaming Devices

Watches
TV or streaming
devices

DVD / Blu-Ray
Players

Figure out how much you want to spend
for protection and monitoring.
Solution

Comments
One-time cost of $99 (currently $79.99 on
Amazon). This is the base solution
recommended for all families by Challies.

If you can’t afford the Circle device, OpenDNS
Family Shield is a free service with less features.

Challies recommends this if you have (or
suspect you have) a problem with porn in the
house. Family plans cost $15.99 / month.

Learn about the options available to you
and how each seek to address your needs.
Challies defines four broad categories of protection:
Category

Description

Filtering

Filtering proactively detects and blocks objectionable content.
(Examples: If your child does an Internet search for “naked girls,” it will
block the search; If your child mistakenly clicks a link to a pornographic
web site, it will block access to the site.)

Accountability

Accountability software tracks web sites visited from different devices
and then prepares and delivers regular reports. (Example: If your child
visits a pornographic web site or performs a search for “naked girls,” the
accountability software will note it and include it in a report emailed to
you.)

Parental Controls

Parental controls block certain functions of modern devices (Examples:
Preventing the use of the Internet browser on an iPod Touch; preventing
the use of the Facebook app on a tablet).

Communication

We cannot rely on technology to solve all of our problems, so the plan
must also involve regular, deliberate and open communication.

Learn about the options available to you
and how each seek to address your needs.
§ Features:
§ Time Limits – set daily time limits for each family member on

§
§

§
§
§
§

any app, platform or category. Even manage overall online time
per day.
Bedtime – enforce bedtime by automatically disconnecting and
reconnecting devices from the Internet at fixed times.
Filter – set individual filter levels per child; choose from one of
four preset levels or customize them; locks children out of
unwanted apps and filters them from objectionable content on the
web.
Rewards – allows you to override any settings for the day (e.g.
later bedtime, more online time allowed).
Pause – immediately disconnect specific or all devices from the
Internet.
Offtime – schedule Internet-free times (e.g. dinner, homework,
chores, etc.)
Usage – get a report of how your kids are spending their time.

§ $99 (currently $79.99 at Amazon)
§ Learn more at https://meetcircle.com/circle/

Learn about the options available to you
and how each seek to address your needs.

§ Free alternative to Circle but with far less features.
§ Installs either at the level of your wireless router or on each device.
§ Features:
§ Basic Filtering – the Family Shield Package is preconfigured to block adult content on the

web. Additionally, any site known for fraud or phishing schemes are blocked as well.
§ Advanced Features for a Fee – Other features include retaining Internet stats for the home
network for up to a year and “whitelisting” which allows you to completely lock down the
Internet to only pre-selected sites.
§ Free for basic filtering; up to $20/year for advanced features.
§ Learn more at https://www.opendns.com/home-internet-security/

Learn about the options available to you
and how each seek to address your needs.

§ Installs on Windows, Mac, iPhone/iPad and Android, and Kindle Fire devices
§ Features:
§ Monitoring & Reporting – Covenant Eyes monitors online activity and provides detailed

reports to a trusted accountability partner, includes questionable websites viewed and any
questionable searches conducted.
§ Filtering – Customizable ability to block from age-sensitive materials, but is effective only
on Windows and Mac computers. Not needed if also using either Circle or OpenDNS.
§ Uninstall Notification – Your accountability partner will be notified if Covenant Eyes is
uninstalled (except on iPhone or iPad devices).
§ $15.99 / month for a family plan; $11.99 / month for an individual plan
§ Learn more at https://www.covenanteyes.com/services/

Learn about the options available to you
and how each seek to address your needs.

§ Not mentioned by Challies, but almost every major mobile device comes pre-

packaged with at least some parental controls / capabilities.

§ This may require reading the manual that came with your device or navigating

through the apps or settings of a given device.

§ Examples:
§ iOS devices (iPhone/iPad) provide the ability limit access to applications; prevent certain

features; filter content for movies, TV shows, books, websites.
§ Future release of iOS v. 12 will include a feature called “Screen Time” that allows you to limit
the amount of time spent on the device or with certain types of apps (e.g. games). Read more
at https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2018/06/ios-12-introduces-new-features-to-reduceinterruptions-and-manage-screen-time/
§ Samsung (popular maker of Android devices) often includes “Kid Mode” which provides a
safe environment for kids to interact with the device.
§ Updates are constant with mobile devices; stay abreast of new developments!

§ Technology should not be your only solution.
§ Meet with the family to discuss what you are

planning to do and why.

§ Prepare for resistance. Kids don’t like freedoms

being taken away.

§ A more detailed discussion should ensue after

solutions are installed.

§ Plan
§ Step 1: Inventory
§ Step 2: Budget
§ Step 3: Learn
§ Step 4: Discuss

§ Prepare
§ Step 1: Create Passwords
§ Step 2: Sign-Up and Create Accounts
§ Step 3: Install Software
§ Step 4: Apply Parental Controls

§ Meet
§ Step 1: The Family Meeting
§ Step 2: One-on-One Meetings

§ Monitor

§ What is this for?
§ For each device, you want to grant yourself “administrator” privileges, while limiting the

access and privileges of your kids.

§ Why do this?
§ You own the device, NOT your kids.
§ By setting yourself up as the “administrator,” you ensure that they come to you whenever

they want to install new applications or games.

§ For Windows / Mac computers and Android devices:
§ Create an “administrator” account for yourself with a master password that is ONLY known

by you!
§ Create non-administrator accounts for each family member who accesses that computer;
have each of them create their own password that only you and they know (they should
not share this with anyone else).

Warning: This can be a VERY time consuming process, especially with multiple devices! Stick with it!

§ For iPhone/iPad (iOS) devices:
§ Apple does not yet support the concept of user profiles (probably for
performance reasons).
§ However, each iOS device should be protected with a unique 4-6 digit PIN that
only you and the kids should know
§ Additionally, each device supports parental controls (accessible through Settings
à General à Restrictions)
§ If you use this feature, create a unique PIN that only you know; this will allow you
to customize features and content allowed and prevent your kids from changing
it back.

§ Circle with Disney
§ Follow their instructions for the set-up process.
§ You will need to create an account for yourself; use a master password that only you know.
§ Create profiles for each person in the house and set their filter levels as desired.

§ OpenDNS (alternative to Circle)
§ Create a user account with a master password that only you know.
§ Review the different filtering options and set the one appropriate for the entire household.

§ Covenant Eyes
§ Visit the Covenant Eyes website and create an account with a master password that only you
§
§
§
§

know.
Add each member of the household and assign each with a unique password that only they and
you know.
Sign up each for accountability monitoring with reports sent to your email address every 3–7
days.
Filtering options are available. If you also have Circle or OpenDNS, filtering options could
serve to block access when the kids are outside the home.
Set the filter and accountability to block more rather than less; you can always relax them later.

These are general steps; check the instructions provided by each solutions for more details.

§ Circle with Disney
§ Install the control app on one device (needed to manage settings and configuration).
§ No required software to install on any other devices.
§ There is an optional “Circle Go” app (available for both iOS and Android) that seeks to

apply the same rules at home, when kids are away ($4.99 / month for up to 10 devices).

§ OpenDNS

§ Nothing to “install” if you choose router-level protection but you need to make a

configuration change on your router (may need someone technically savvy to assist).
§ Filtering settings can be managed through the OpenDNS website with your account.
§ Covenant Eyes

§ Install software on all computers and laptops.
§ If you want to monitor browsing activity on mobile devices, you’ll need to download their

custom browser and use parental controls to block all other apps.

§ All other devices
§ Remove browser access from all gaming devices and consider disabling access to any

video streaming service (e.g. YouTube, Netflix, etc.).

§ Ensure devices lock as soon as they are no longer in use.
§ Turn off web browsing. If your children need web browsing, install the

Covenant Eyes browser and use parental controls to block access to all
other browsers.

§ Turn off the ability to install new apps without inputting your password.
§ Turn off the ability to change their own password or account information.
§ Consider turning off Facebook, Twitter and other social media apps

(since these apps often have a built-in browser that will allow them to visit
web sites while bypassing all accountability software).

§ Consider turning off the camera access if you are concerned that your

child may misuse. Be especially cautious with applications that combine
social media with a camera (Snapchat, Instagram, etc).

§ Plan
§ Step 1: Inventory
§ Step 2: Budget
§ Step 3: Learn
§ Step 4: Discuss

§ Prepare
§ Step 1: Create Passwords
§ Step 2: Sign-Up and Create Accounts
§ Step 3: Install Software
§ Step 4: Apply Parental Controls

§ Meet
§ Step 1: The Family Meeting
§ Step 2: One-on-One Meetings

§ Monitor

§ Meet with the family to explain purpose and expectations.
§ Talking Point Suggestions:
§ Concern – You don’t view them as criminals or porn addicts but rather want to
protect them and their well-being as they use the internet.
§ Privacy – Children should have no expectation of privacy. You have the authority
and liberty to check their devices at will and without permission. You will be
monitoring their activity as well. This is for love and protection.
§ Passwords – It is vital that they understand the importance of keeping their
passwords safe. They should not share with either siblings or friends.
§ Readiness – Speak to them about what is expected when accessing other
devices outside the home and what to do if a friend tries to show them
inappropriate material.
§ Mom and Dad – If you have chosen to hold yourselves to the same standard of
filtering and accountability (recommended), let them know as well.

§ On a regular basis, touch basis with each of your children and talk to them. Adjust

the frequency based upon age and level of maturity.

§ Questions to consider asking:
§ Are you able to access everything you need to access online?
§ Are you feeling tempted to look for things online that you know you shouldn’t look for?
§ Do you know if your friends are looking at pornography and talking about it?
§ Have you looked at pornography since the last time we met?

§ Expect early resistance and push-back.
§ Expect a lot of “tweaking” needed to the solutions you have installed.
§ Contact tech support if something is not working as you expected.

§ Remember these solutions become less effective without active involvement from

you.

§ So, regardless of which solutions you are using, review the information and reports

available to you.

§ Learn about how you and your family are using their devices.
§ Follow-up with your children if seeing any troubling activity.
§ Be ready to adjust the privileges for your children as they grow (either more or less

strict depending upon their situation).

§ These solutions are constantly being updated. Stay tuned into those changes and

how they can help.

§ Want to try other solutions? Check earlier slides for links to articles on other

solutions.

§ Psalm 42:5

5 Why are you in despair, O my soul? And why have you become disturbed within me? Hope in
God, for I shall again praise Him For the help of His presence.

§ Rom. 5:2–4

1 Therefore, having been justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus
Christ, 2 through whom also we have obtained our introduction by faith into this grace in which
we stand; and we exult in hope of the glory of God. 3 And not only this, but we also exult in our
tribulations, knowing that tribulation brings about perseverance; 4 and perseverance, proven
character; and proven character, hope;

§ Heb. 6:18–19

18 so that by two unchangeable things in which it is impossible for God to lie, we who have taken
refuge would have strong encouragement to take hold of the hope set before us. 19 This hope
we have as an anchor of the soul, a hope both sure and steadfast and one which enters within the
veil,

§ 1 John 3:2–3

2 Beloved, now we are children of God, and it has not appeared as yet what we will be. We know
that when He appears, we will be like Him, because we will see Him just as He is. 3 And everyone
who has this hope fixed on Him purifies himself, just as He is pure.

Set an example of godliness in your home

1.
a)
b)
c)

Get off the computer
Stay off the phone
Faithfulness

Proclaim the Gospel

2.
a)
b)
c)

The cross and what it entails is essential for children to hear (Rom. 1:16)
Life influence (Deut. 6:6-7)
Discipline (Eph. 6:4)

Think Biblically

3.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

About the situation
About God’s character
About the possibility for good (Rom. 8:28)
About divine resources (Rom. 8:37)
About the solution

